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jomecoming:

Jrg0lies queen, Kualii king
and Tigers win for a

successful day
(See pages 4 and 5i

Ampersand,

Debate:

It's the White People's
Political Party vsACLU
on November 12
(See page 6)

Special new monthly entertainment
feature premieres this issue
(See insert)
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lo-ed attacked on bridge, another at home
n.r P^arl
By
Pearl Crnvtnn
Crayton
Staff Writer

A UOP co-ed was attacked and
raped late Tuesday afternoon,
lu was walking north on Pacific
puealong the Calaveras River.
When the assailant, a young
[k man, grabbed her, she
^led, causing the two to roll
„,the embankment.

The attacker, put his hand over
.co-ed's mouth, but she bit him
his hand to bleed. She sub-

S" f?'t!iy mJanaged t0 fight him off,
then fled and called the police.
The suspect is described as black
wt in8ed 20 to 21' aPPr°ximately
1 v,n- and weighing 170 lbs. He
p
has collar-length bushy hair, a
mustache, dark complexion, and is
conservative in appearance. He was
wearing a dark blue jacket and dark
jeans.
On the following afternoon,
another female UOP student who
lives in the area of 1176 W. Rose
Marie, allowed a black man to enter
her apartment to use the telephone.

suspect composites
After using the phone, the man told
re,move her panties, but she struggled
her that he had a gun and ordered her free.
to take off her panties. When she
The suspect then grabbed her
refused, he grabbed her and tried to
handbag, hit her and fled. She pur-

lomecoming 1981

panos Center hop 'really cool'

4really cool hop"-ASUOP was attempting to re-create a Sock Hop of the 50s (as seen above). According to many, ASUOP
successful.
By Matthew Kaestner
Staff Writer

Classic 50's songs filled the
mos Center Halloween night
-•k. It was the Center's very
1 dance, and if you missed it,
pmissed "a real cool Hop."
Sure, I'm still trying to get the
seline out of my hair—but it was
"hit.
AH the girls were dolled up,
"JP'ete with ponytails, bobby
gh, and cashmere sweaters. The
" were real slick too, in T^sleeve-rolled cigarette packs
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fc! 'acks a sufficient reward
encourage research activity,
goffers a better system for
"Publish-or-perish"
to

.^discourages potential re-
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center.
"Daddy-O" was a "real
boss" group, appropriated by
ASUOP from the Bay Area.
They played the kind of songs
that make you wanna "peel out."
"At the Hop," "Johnny B.
Good," "Do the Twist," "Sixteen
Candles"—I just couldn't stop
combing my hair!
Although hundreds of hop
pers danced each song, there was
plenty of room for more on the
Center's giant wooden floor.
I've been to a lot of dances at

UOP, but this one was one of the
best. The Spanos Center is a great
place for Hops. If you get tired of
dancing, you can take a long walk
without even leaving the place. It
sure beats those Circle Dances with
the rain, the wind, and the
cold... ugh.
The Homecoming 50's Dance
at the Spanos Center was a real
classy affair. A great big pat on
the back is deserved by ASUOP
Social for running the whole thing,
and the students for "hopping
their socks off!"

'ros and cons of UOP's research program
By Mary Peppers
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and leather jackets.
Homecoming Queen Sharon
Margolies and King Leslie Kuali'i
were crowned at the dance. Their
spotlight dance was, of course,
royally regal.
The Halloween Costume Con
test was neat, too. Bill McCarty,
an art major, crawled away with
first prize dressed as a red lobster.
Dave Raff ran a close second,
dressed as a nurse.
The coolest part of the whole
affair was that it was the first dance
and the first concert in the events

rfiiC

1js.operating as effectively as
&ven UOP's present budget.
C answer, based on the
L? °f two recently interviewed
Hi "linistrators and four faculty
»e s> seems- to be: all of the
p
C!m
standpoint of the
^ rs Questioned: David Fries,
CS Suzanne Hanser, music
| ' t-arl Wulfman, physics; and
communications, there
in,,' room for improvement
the Program.
Wthe present system, faculty
\) rp ls neither required nor for(L. arded. Researchers wishing
'' n funds from the university

to help defray costs of their projects,
may submit cost proposals to the
Faculty Research Commitee, which is
ojven $14 thousand per year for grant
purposes. Chaired by Dr. Fries, this
committee then decides who receives
money, and how much 1S Reived
According to Fries, all of the $14
thousand is awarded each year.
Each faculty member inter
viewed did express appreciation for
the limited funds granted by the
Faculty Research Committee.
However, each also felt that more
overall university support for their ef
such as release
forts were needed
time from faculty duties, salary compensation, or recognition through
""""Members of the administration
interviewed were Reuben Smith
director of university sponsored
research and dean of the graduate
r and Clifford Hand, acting
UOP prSdent.
Smith, who h*
faculty researchers seek and obtain
funding from sources outside
SS-? g»"S shared the views of
thp faculty. He concurred that a
greater interest in research on th<t pan
of the university is needed, ^ along
with "some means of rewards.
However Hand contends that if
more money is spent towards resear

ch, student tuition would have to be
raised as a consequence. Noting that
research is important in keeping
teaching at UOP "vital and exciting,"
Hand feels that faculty should seek
more external funding for their
projects, to avoid necessitating a
tuition hike.
In this regard, Hand "would like
to see a little more activity on the part
of the faculty."
How important is research in
terms of enhancing teaching ability?
In the views of the faculty members
questioned, such scholarly activity is
essential.
Dr. Kelly believes, "Professors
are better for having done research.
They're fresher, better informed, and
students respect that."
Likewise, Dr. Wulfman feels
that if faculty members don't become
involved in research they tend to
"lose their ability to help students
with anything but elementary
problems. So students end up getting
a third-class education
at a high
price."
Drs. Fries and Hanser also see
research as a vital obligation.
"PhD's are trained for research; we
should expect it of ourselves," stated
Fries. Hanser agreed, saying "I con
sider it an important professional

responsibility."
Administrators Hand and Smith
likewise indicated that research
definitely benefits both the professor
and student.
Due to the obvious benefits of
academic research, many universities
require faculty to undertake
designated numbers of research
projects, rewarding or penalizing
them according to their compliance
with the rule.
UOP has no such policy. No
faculty member is required or other
wise made to conduct academic
research here.
Dr. Kelly recalled teaching
previously at a school he described as
a "publish-or-perish zoo," where
tremendous pressure was put on
faculty to conduct research- - - not a
good system, he feels.
But according to Kelly, UOP, at
the opposite extreme, does not offer a
better solution. "When research is
not expected or rewarded, it's not
done. Encouragement is needed," he
said, adding,"We need a happy
medium between the two extremes."
Dr. Fries feels that one way to
encourage research is for ad
ministration to take a professor's

(See RESEARCH page 1 0 )

sued him outside, but lost him when
he jumped over a fence.
The second suspect is described
as a black male, aged 19 to 20, ap
proximately 5 ft. and 10 in. tall,
weighing 155 to 160 lbs. with brown
eyes, afro hairdo, light complexion
with black bumps on his cheek, clean
shaven and conservative in appear
ance. He was wearing a dark sweatej

with maroon or brown pants.
University Police Chief Norman
Askew asks that anyone with any in
formation regarding these incidents
call campus police at 946-2535.
It is advised that all suspicious
persons seen on or near campus be
reported to Security and that
strangers are not allowed to enter
your residence.

Hartley looking
for budget cuts
By Steve Johnson

by competing groups at UOP.
"For example, we need to
determine whether the Resident Hall
Association is doing things that
ASUOP president Joe Hartley ASUOP is doing," Hartley said.
hopes to dull the budget axe that "There may be duplication that we
slashed funding for outside groups at
don't know about."
UOP last year, with the creation of a
Another by-product of the
Student Governance Self Study committee could well be tighter en
Committee.
forcement of where constituent
The committee, composed of schools spend their slice of the
students,
administrators
and ASUOP budget.
representatives from every school and
"I just see a lot of misuse of con
organization on campus, 23 members stituent school funds at UOP. I just
in all, met for the first time Tuesday don't think that spending money for
in the Grace Covell Common Room.
visors, as the School of Business did,
Hartley expects that the commit is a justifiable student expense," Har
tee will help trim, slice, and squeeze tley noted.
fat off the budget at UOP, and help
Hartley did not discount the
prevent a financial squeeze that hit
possibility that the committee might
many groups outside of UOP last
raise the ASUOP student fee above
year.
its present level of $75.
"The committee may raise the
"Ever since the Associated
Students formed from the old Pacific student fee, or it may charge fees for
Student Association, the number of the cinema program, loan store, or
groups seeking funding at UOP has increase the prices of food at the
grown like a weed," Harley said in grocery store," Hartley added.
In order to pinch pennies, Harremarks before the committee.
"In 1971, when the student fee they noted that the new Self Governwas $75, we were able to fund a num nance committee should redefine
ber of student organizations. Now, which groups are entitled to funding
our student fee is still $75, but many from the ASUOP budget.
"Right now, clubs are competing
groups still expect funding even after
the new effect of inflation," Hartley with social activities for a share of the
budget, and more often than not, the
noted to The Pacifican.
Hartley hopes that the new club will lose," Hartley said.
committee will eliminate duplicative
services that are being administered (See SELF STUDY page 1 0)
Managing Editor

Are terrorists planning
overthrow of U.S.?
By Maxwell Glen
and
Cody Shearer
Special to the Pacifican
WASHINGTON-" I think that
what we've seen in Nyack, N.Y., is
the tip of the iceberg. The plans go
much deeper than that. The plans are
for terrorists to upset the government
of the United States."
That was the warning we
received last week in an interview
with the former FBI official, W.
Mark Felt, following the tragic mur
der of two policemen and an armed
guard during a $1.6 million bank
robbery involving fugitive members
of the radical Weather Underground
organization.
"I believe the Weather Un
derground has ties with other terrorist
organizations," declared the former
acting associate director of the FBI,
who was found guilty last year of
conspiring to violate constitutional
rights of Weather Underground
members and their relatives during
the early 1970s. He was later par
doned by President Reagan.
While our own anxieties about
American-bred terrorism have been
heightened by the appalling
homicides in Rockland County,
N.Y., we're watching the official
reaction to the incident with interest.
Federal investigators have already
pounced upon evidence of possible
links between Weather Underground
members, the Black Liberation Ar
my,
FALN
(Puerto
Rican

nationalists) and the Irish Republican
Army.
Sometime soon, the Reagan ad
ministration and certain members of
Congress are likely to use the Nyack
massacre in arguments for bringing
the CIA to exchange information
with federal, state and local agencies.
Yet, before reopening the door
to domestic spying, both the White
House and Congress should place the
Nyack revelations in an historical
context.
In 1968, the 100-plus member
Weatherman organization was bom
on the narrowly-held conviction that
only violent acts against the
American establishment could stop
the Vietnam War. The ensuing cam
paign to "Bring the War Home"
resulted in bombing attacks on bank
buildings and other public places.
Although American citizens were
allegedly not targets, the violence
inevitable injured innocent people.
Former
Weatherman
Bo
Burlingham explained the fringe
nature of the troop in the book, "The
Sixties:"
"We felt like miners trapped in a
terrible poisonous shaft with no light
to guide us out. We resolved to
destroy the tunnel even if we risked
destroying ourselves in the process."
"It all seemed simple and
frightening. We organized into tight,
closed collectives, which enabled us
to sustain our courage and commit
ment, but which shut us off from the

(See OVERTHROW page 5)
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EDITORIAL
Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer

Pot harmful, but not that harmful
WASHINGTON—Comedians John
Belushi and Bill Murray should have
been there. A recent Senate hearing
on the effects of marijuana on youth

was the real-life comedy their
"Saturday Night Live" veterans only,
dream of.

Perched near several amateurish
graphs, Sen. Gordon J. Humphrey
(R-N.H.) appeared to be singlehandedly safeguarding the future of
the American family. The former
Delta Air Lines pilot told those in the
sparsely-attended hearing room that
the public deserved the most up-todate information on the "evil weed."
But instead of offering fresh in
formation to a long-confused public,
Humphrey and nine carefully chosen
witnesses only succeeded in present
ing the same old story: anyone who
smokes marijuana, they suggested,
will become a zombie, earn poor
grades and be unable to establish
lasting relationships.
William Pollin, director of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse,
even rehashed the old "steppingstone
hypothesis."
Smoking
marijuana, he peeped, may lead to
snorting cocaine and shooting heroin.
When a representative from the
National Association of Secondary
School Principals said dope leads to
"repeated instances of inappropriate
behavior," Humphrey nodded his
head slowly, and six committee aides
did likewise. Though Humphrey was
the only senator attending, the
hearing had sitcom possibilities.
Regardless of their intentions,
Humphrey and his crew didn't ad
vance the continuing marijuana
debate.
To date, no one has escaped the
two schools of thought on marijuana.
One group says it's very harmful; the
other contends it's harmless. No
wonder we're confused about its side
effects.
Go back through any govern'ment report on marijuana during

Glen
Shearer
the 1970's and you'll discover there
are "no unhealthy effects from the
moderate use of marijuana." Accept
ing the government's word as gospel
many friends in high school and
college began smoking dope and still
do.
Medical reports today, however,
suggest that marijuana may not be as
safe as previously estimated. The
Oct. 18 issue of the Journal of the

American

Medical

Association

reveals that heavy marijuana use may
cause "flashbacks," emotional
disturbances, plus lung and reproduc
tive problems.
Though reversals like these are
the nature of scientific inquiry,
they've been largely ignored by our
friends. Most know the medical jury
is still out on marijuana and don't
expect it to come back soon with a
verdict.
For many of our friends, the ap
parent absence of balanced drug in
formation is a real tragedy.
Questions of legalization and dangers
relative to alcohol cloud the issue of
marijuana safety.
Perhaps the fairest analysis was
published last year in the Harvard
Medical School Health Letter, which
reported the following:
• "While high, marijuana users
become somewhat clumsy; they react
more slowly than normal, perceive
the passage of time less accurately,
pay attention less well, and do arith
metic less well; they also show defects
in short-term memory during a high.
A serious threat to health from this

;ondition is impaired driving..."
• "There is no solid evidence
that other, more serious or lasting
psychological effects are likely to
result from marijuana use..." And
there are no reports to show "that
marijuana permanently damages the
brain."
• "Sufficiently heavy, long-term
marijuana smoking probably leads to
chronic bronchitis, just as tobacco"
smoking does."
• "During the high, marijuana
causes the heart to beat faster and
work harder. Although this effect is
insignificant in healthy people, it may
be a hazard for anyone with heart
disease."
• "Production of the male hor
mone testosterone and of sperm can
be reduced by marijuana, although
the effects appear to be temporary
and reversible; the significance of
these changes is unclear. Effects on
females are even less well studied, but
it appears that marijuana is capable
of
disturbing the menstrual
cycle...Whether marijuana can cause
genetic damage is simply not
known. .."
Whether you smoke or rail
against marijuana, the current
medical evidence is neither so benien
nor so deadly that it deserves ex
ploitation.
Unfortunately, balanced medical
reports seem to be too complicated
and time consuming for Capitol Hill.
Folks like New Hampshire's Hum
phrey turn to the drug issue because it
guarantees a large harvest of political
hay.
Humphrey is kidding himself if
he thinks he has a public health
menace by the horns. He seems
scared to face the real dragon: the
large majority of marijuana users are
over 18 and would find his perfor
mance good movie material.
Copyright 1981 Field Enterprises,
Inc. Field Newspaper Syndicate

Access to Regents at issue

"
T
Whether you know or particularly care, the effect
of the 37-member Board of Regents on your life as a
UOP student is staggering indeed. According to the
UOP Self-Study Report released July 1, 1981, the
board is, quite simply, charged to "approve all in
stitutional policy [at UOP]."
To wit, the board may, and has altered the
course and form of Winter Term. It may, and has,
greatly reduced standards of admission for selected
freshmen. It may, and has, hiked tuition almost 33
percent over the last three years. It may impose a fee,
or a series of fees, on the student body to defray the
cost of the Alex G. Spanos Events Center. And it may
impose an alcohol policy on this university.
Berchtold's famous reaction to chaos 67 years ago
in the Rhineland: "Who then is giving the orders in
Berlin?" is meaningless when applied to UOP today.
We all know who gives the orders here.
Of course, centralized power is often indispen
sable to this university's continuance. Somebody must
take charge and "stop the buck," as it were. But one
gets a bit edgy when that absolute power is coupled

•a mr '

an their
with both a lack of access to the board and
rationales for decisions..

\

Eetters to the Editor

agenda.^
of course) doesn't require the Regentsto I
make any of their notes available as part of the puis
domain. And as a non-profit corporation, theboardis
not required, as are the University of California Boars
of Regents, to make some of their meetings public.
So more often than not, students and faculty are
forced to implement decisions "handed down" bythi
Regents that are based on discussions forever sealed ii
|M0
'
the hearts and minds of the Regents and Aci iflwrtfj wanuJ
T
President Cliff Hand.
iWm» imtowa""
Can this policy be justified? Are there
natives to the present system of keeping notes undi
lock and key? If so, what are the practical and mon implications to those alternatives? With answers t
these and other questions, there'll be more next week,

-Steve Johm

1. The purpose of my letter was
to protest both the apparent
promotion of sin in this paper and the
statement that we err and misuse the
Bible when we oppose these sins. See

my listing of several sins (as listed in
Scripture) which you seem to be
promoting, and note that your
headline used the word "sinners" in
stead of the word "sinning." Jesus

had very harsh words for those who
lead others (especially children) into
sin Matthew 18:6-7; Mark 9:42; Luke
17:1-2. See also 2 Peter 2:1-22 and
Romans 1:18-32).

Dear Dr. Blaney,
To be frank, I was angered when
I read your article on homosexuality.
You are the chairman of the religious
studies department.
You, of all
people, should be a man of integrity,
handling God's word accurately.

The Bible says that a man who
has "relations" with another man is
committing sin (both Old and New
Testaments; Lev. 20:13, Romans
1:26.27). This is God's word. It says
this with no uncertainty.
You quoted in your article :"The

homosexual is here according to
God's will." The person is, but the
sin isn't! God hates sin. Sin is never
in God's will (1 Peter 1:16).
Homosexuality is sin, not an
"alternative lifestyle." It is exactly
this sin and every sin that Jesus died

to redeem us of. By dying the most
excrutiating death in history, he
cleared the path for us to know God.
That's how much He loved us!
To be Christian, one must give
up the practice of sin (1 John 3:4, 6,
9). This is one of the costs of
following Jesus. To call oneself a
Christian is one thing, but to love,
submit to, and obey God is another.
The Bible is clear, one cannot be
a homosexual and obedient Christian
at the same time.
Jim Hovie
Third-year pharmacy student

Homosexuality is sin, student says
Big Blue Crew not Boo-Boos

Editor:
After reading your article on the
World Series, my brother and I
discussed it and came to the con
clusion that you must have had your
head up your *?&! for the last week
and a half during the World Series.
You stated that the Dodgers
should never have been there in the
first place because Houston and Cin
cinnati had better records overall.
After the strike and the split
season was decided upon as the way
to finish the year, all of the teams
were aware of what they had to do to
get to the playoffs. They were all
aware that it would come down to the
first half winner and the SECOND
HALF winner.
The Dodgers came back on
Houston to win the National League

West. They came back on Montreal
to win the National League Title.
They came back on New York to win
the World Series. They deserved to
be there and these three examples
prove it.
They were down; they fought
back; and they won. A true mark of
a champion team. When they were
losing they did not "whine and
whimper" and display a "cry-baby"
attitude like you said in your article.
They came back and won like win
ners.
And on your statement of how
boring the World Series was, well you
must not have seen much of it where
ever your head was. How can you say
that with scores like 5-4, 8-7 9-2, and
the lead changing hands a number of

ECK patrons speak

Editor,
We, the Eckankar International
Student Society (ECK IS) of UOP,
appreciate the article covering our
campus activities in the last issue of
The Pacifican. Our aim has always
been to offer the individual the op
portunity to find out for themselves
what Eckankar is all about.
Trusting the divine Spirit, called
Eck, and inner guidance are essential
to unfold spiritually. In Eckankar,
with an active attitude the bold and
adventuresome can find truth for
him/herself. This active element is
stressed throughout the writings of
Eckankar, as in the following quote
from "The Flute of God" by Paul

Twitchell: "I must do my share in the
work and not expect God to do for
me what IT can only do though me."
In closing we would like to
correct the figures you printed last
week of estimated Eckankar member
ship. In the state of California alone
there are several thousand active
members, and the worldwide
following amounts into the millions.
Eckankar is based on Spirit, the
Light and Sound of God, and on in
dividual freedom of choice.
Eckankar is based on Spirit, the
light and Sound of God, and on in
dividual freedom of choice.
Uli Sacdiel and Donna Schingler
ECK IS of UOP

times in four of the six games?
On Valenzuela: When you are
20 years old; up for Rookie of the
Year, Cy Young and MVP awards;
have your face on magazines, but
tons, T-shirts, posters, etc.; have
everybody in the country talking
about how great you are, and packing
stadiums to capacity across the nation
and even in your own Giant Stadium,
only then, Kevin Bartram, can you
criticize a man's charisma and
popularity.
The Dodgers are the 1981 cham
pions of baseball. The Big Blue
Wrecking Crew Flips its finger to
you. Dodger Blue is no. 1.

Ladies and gentlemen: Please
behave! You have graced our pages
with reflective adages, but the issue of
morality and religion has flushed
cheeks and fulminated ires for the
better part of 5,000 years: we can't
hope to provide the definitive answer
here, and now.
Take your analysis to other cor
ners of the university, and grace other
Pacific patrons with your eloquence.
For as God said to Jonah, "Doest
thou well to be angry?" And he said,
"I do well to be angry, even unto
death.''
- SLJ

OUR POLICY

Your article putting down the
Dodgers was a most inaccurate
description of the World Champion
Los Angeles Dodgers.
Let's face it. The most irritating
thing about the Dodgers is that they
beat your Candlestick Clowns year in
and year out, and the fact that they
went all the way this year just rubs
salt in your wound. Go Dodger Blue!

2. I noted that we all sin and
face condemnation for it, but you
omitted my statement that God in
His great love for us provided a way
for us to escape this condemnation of
death by believing in Jesus and
acknowledging Him as Lord (John
3:16-18: Romans 6:23b: Hebrews
10:12; John 1:9; John 14:6; Acts
4:12; Romans 10:9).

Editor:
to Th
Congratulations
Pacifican!
So far you have remained objec
tive through the controversy
surrounding recent articles
,;Fr;C.0.P
homosexuality and the "Gays
1 don't knc
10V,
Friends" rap group. Several OT .
you have printed recently haveW - - .
done in extraordinary good taste. « to. There sh
have appreciated your willingness
^
fc her t
obtain scholarly and theological F l
spectives. It is refreshing to see an i study all ihcil
terest in social issues.

Miriam Acosta and L

3. My colleague in the depart
ment of religious studies and I agree
completely about loving our neigh
bor. Jesus commanded us to love
others and not judge them. (God will
judge them.) We are also taught,
however, to do good and avoid evil. I
have had plenty of practice in "loving
the sinner while hating the sin,"
especially in raising four children.
4. The Bible is very clear about
which activities are sinful. It is also
very clear about how to be a good
follower of Jesus Christ. I recom
mend that everyone study it dili
gently.
Richard L. Perry
Professor, Physics Department

Daniel Barnett
Martha Blackinship
Michael DiNuova
Cherie Emery
Michael J. McGusM
Deborah Taylo'
Jennifer Winter

John Bacon

The editor doesn't feel that he
can answer these insidious attacks
against his front and rear, but asks
that you keep those cards and letters
coming in.
SLJ

Editor-in-Chief

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
tetters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. Tfye Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted materidl.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

Tom Metzger is not a memW
of the Ku Klux Klan, an infer^
that may have been
the headline "KKK "'"a$
vs.
Debate
set at UOP" that ap
peared in last week's Pacifican.
Metzger is a member or .
White American's Po''
Association

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Walter Wiebelhaus
News Editor

Mike Bross
Entertainment Editor

Gregg Goldman
Business and
Advertising Manager

T.K. Rohan
Photograph Editor

Kandy Waldje
Production Manager

Jeff Ratcliff
Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

(

We Goofed

THE PACIFICAN
Kevin Bartram

How do
about tin:
alcohol polic

Good job
P'Can

John and Jo Kouri

Editor,

KA
"j

Professor hates 'sin,' but he loves the sinner
Editor,
I was disappointed at how my
letter of last week was misinterpreted.
Also, four sentences were omitted.
Four clarifications follow:

_

Student participation in board meetings amounts
to virtually nothing, by necessity, because of the
multitude of material the Board must digest at their
four annual meetings, and because of the size of the
Gordian knot one must untie to get on the board's

Circulation Manager

Mary Peppers
Copy Editor

KenBergeson
Kevin Broadbe
David Gerard
Pam Goldberg
Lisa IopP'"'
Erica Kau^

Christine Kee
Laurie
Maggie
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iTeaJiy do!

A K L housemom full of vigor
By Scotl Park
Staff Writer

By age 64, most women are content to settle
relax and take lifeone day at a time. But this
1S
does not always hold true.
the case of Pauline Turner, house mother for
Ofs Alpha Kappa Lambda, at 64, life is just as ex,ng and adventurous as ever.

»

In

Mrs. Turner has been AKL's house mother for
ji years.
"My son-in-law was in Omega Phi," she recalls,
iiyd he told me that several of the houses on campus
,AKL, Alpha Chi and Archania - were looking for
gd residents.

Deaifnf^iu ^urne.r app''?d trough the Office of the
and was lnterviewed by members of
AKI
adding "if ,t lt off' right off the bat," she recalls,
aaamg, 'I loved those fellas."

Traveling is another interest this energetic woman
pursues with a passion.

What about sorority life?
S'first they wanted me for Alpha Chi," she
says. I didn t want that. Noway. I wasn't happy as
a sorority girl in school. I'm too independent, much
too independent."
«»
dependent is indeed the right word to describe
U.Ter' and ^er
inct
as AKL's house mom was
just another step in a very interesting and active life.
"I went back to school in my 40s," she proudly
recalls. "The children were in school. I still didn't
have enough to do. Big house, two kids and a
husband, and I still wanted more to do. So I thought
I d go and take the LVN course (a nursing course).
"I'd done a lot of nursing during the second
world war for the Red Cross. In those days, they
needed nurses so badly that I took a crash course in
nursing, and I nursed in navy and army hospitals all
throughout the area. I had a good background, so I
thought I'd just do the LVN thing for something tc
do," she explains.

botrd

Besides receiving her LVN degree from San
Joaquin Delta College, and studying for three years at
University of California at Davis, Mrs. Turner is also a
tew units shy of graduating from University of the
Pacific. But will she ever go back to finish her degree?

rne

«UJ
l« on i

"I don't think I'll go back. I just get too nervous.
I just get so hyper when I get over there," she says,
motioning in the direction of UOP's campus.

require the Regans
•w« « pan ofthtP;|t
corporation, theboardii
^tity of Californii
n 1

"I took creative writing from Dr. Clerc. And he
was so funny. He said, 'Pauline, don't do the last
paper. I don't want you to have a nervous break
down."

ir meetings public,
idents and faculty®
handed down" bit
lions forever seakdi
And yet, ironic as it may seem, Mrs. Turner is
Regents and Aug M, first they wanted me for Alpha Chi. I didn't want that, quite at home in the environment of a college frater

fied? Are there ik
of keeping notes unit
the practical and
i? With aiwwl
1 be more not

my. ...I'm too independent, much too independent."
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"How do you feet
about the new
alcohol policy?"
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Miriam Acosta and Lisa Wilson
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Clem Lee, the 20-year-old UOP
junior interviewed by The Pacifican
last week, was defeated in his quest
for a spot on the Stockton Unified
Board of Trustees.
Lee was defeated by incumbent
and current board president Barbara
Walker in the contest for District 5.
Lee received 1,318 votes, or 39%, to
Walker's 2,052 votes or 61 %.

articles«i)imRoss,Fr.;C.O.P.:

ft "ant to. There should be a policy, but that s
rdinar? "willing"100 strict. We're here to have fun and party
ed^^iogic^ and not study all the time.

iied ft°

refreshio®
sues-

Ken Corea, Soph.; School of Business:
I feel that there shouldn't be a policy like
that because it would seem that they re just
making a new regulation and we don t need it
any more. I mean, I don't see it as a
problem; alcohol can be fun. Why have
another regulation, cause another controver
sy? I think there's enough controversy going
on in this school.
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Gilbert Jimenez,

Sr.; Engineer:
, It doesn't really bother me that much
^cause I live off campus now, but I really
,el sorry for the freshmen and sophomores
i 0 are always going to frat parties and have
olive on campus. They can't drink as much
did when we were lower classmen.

lohn Saitta, Sr.; C.O.P.t
I can see for most juniors and seniors
u orp ?i thev don't have much of a
who are
,
^ therg afe a lot of
problem.

20-vear-olds, and in closed

parties wh'ere they re be^ng itched sothey
I don 't get out of hand. I don't see why there s
1 a problem with them no. being able to drtnk.
Privett, Fr.; C.O.P.:
, for
, 1 think that it's going to be very
^oimpiementitbecaurett-stootardto
implement it because it *
°rce, and the students are J"s_ ®
k
ike it even harder because I don
think
w -u
even harder ocwuav - H
^ toany people are going to pay

"Just about every year since I've been here, I've
done something. Two years ago I went to Australia.
"I always travel by freighter," she quickly adds.
"I went over on a Norwegian freighter and came back
on the same ship. Freighters are really fun. Then
again, you have to be a special kind of person.
"Norwegians, when they're sober, are so stuffy,
and when they're drunk, they're so impossible," she
adds, as an aside.
Mrs. Turner was widowed at age 25 when her
husband was killed in the war. Her benefits from
being the widow of a veteran thus allow her free tran
sportation and housing at any army and navy base
throughout the world. This summer she plans on
hopping a plane at Travis Air Force base and spending
the summer "just like a vagabond."
Notwithstanding Mrs Turner's passion for
traveling which has taken her to the four corners of the
earth, she is first and foremost dedicated to AKL.
I m really working for you," she says sincerelv
"So whatever I can do that can help AKL or AKL
would like me to do - well, that's the way I feel "
Giving parental guidance and scrutinizing the
guys' every move is ridiculous, according to Mrs. Tur
ner.
"You're all grown up now. I do not want to run
your lives for you. Most I want from any one of you is1
to be friends," she emphasizes. "Friendship is great
between older and younger people. There should be
more of it," she asserts.
After looking back on her life, with all the
Gordon spt.ib.ro photo
traveling and variety, would she change it?
"/'m very much like the people that come and live here. I
((¥

"It fits in with my personality and with my way of
living." she says. "I'm very much like the people that

-3*kJM

come and live here. I like the independence. I like the
different types of young people, their nationalities,
lifestyles."
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M e the different types of young people, their nationalities,

I wouldn t change it for the world," she states' lifestyle."
proudly. "I'm suprised at myself, to think that I could
do what I'm doing. But I love it! I really do!
s
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return to the intelligence-gathering at
titudes of old.
Of course, anyone familiar with
the anti-war movement and current
dissident groups knows that the
Weather Underground is at most a
lunatic cell group that has no support
on the left or anywhere else. No none
we know condones the actions of
these homicidal maniacs.
But we should avoid buckling
under the grisly shock of terroristlinked murders in Rockland County
and carefully evaluate pending
national security plans. After all, the
ocmbined efforts of state and federal
lawmen landed a bounty of suspectied terrorists without the help of
proposed changes in current federal
law.
C.OPYRIGHT 1981 Field Enter
prises, Inc. Field Newspaper Syn
dicate
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Busing, justice system and discrimination

Metzger, ACLU face off on racism
By Walter Wiebelhaus
News Editor

Racism and social issues, such as
busing, government cuts, equality in
the justice system and reverse
discrimination, will L 1 the topics of a
panel discussion featuring Tom Met
zger of the White American Political
Association.
The discussion is scheduled tor
Thursday, Nov. 12 at 8 p.m. in the
UOP Conservatory.
Metzger will team up with
another "conservative," who is as of
yet unknown to the press. They will
meet with a "liberal" team consisting
of Beth Medor, a member of the
American Civil Liberties Union and a
legislative lobbyist in Sacramento,
and Warren Parker of the Center for
Positive Preventional Alternatives in
Stockton.

The conservative and liberal
teams will discuss four predetermined
questions or subjects and then will
allow the audience to ask questions
for approximately the last 30 minutes
of the program.
The four questions or subjects to

Metzger, former KKK member

be discussed are as follows:
1) Busing and desegregation
programs.
2) What is your view of recent gov
ernment cuts in social programs?
3) Are all men considered equal con
cerning crime punishment in the
American justice system.
4) Discrimination
vs.
reverse
discrimination and employment
practices.
Metzger was a Southern Califor
nia Democratic nominee for
Congress in 1980 and at the time con
troversy arose due to the fact that he
had been a self-declared member of
the Ku Klux Klan.
The Residential Activity and
Programming Committee will be
sponsoring the event, which is free to
ASUOP cardholders and faculty.
The general public will be charged a
$2 fee for admission.

Aids needy families

Food drive

By Cathy Hyland
Staff Writer

The Newman Club at UOP is
once again conducting their annual
canned foods drive, an effort
which aids the Stockton Emergen
cy Food Bank.
The Emergency Food Bank is
run by Sister Rose Cerillo, who has
dedicated her life to the poor of
Stockton. The service, which
benefits the needy families of the
city, is in most demand during the
winter months, especially this year,
as a long, cold winter is an
ticipated. Last year, with the help
of Newman-sponsored donations,
over 5,000 families received food
vsupplies.

All students, faculty, ad
ministrators and others connected
with the university are invited to
participate in this Thanksgiving af
fair. Collection boxes have been
placed in all on-campus living
quarters, as well as in the Univer
sity Center, Knoles Hall Foyer,
and the Burns Tower reception
room. Foods especially needed are
canned milk, canned meats and
tuna, canned vegetables and fruits,
and peanut butter.
All are asked to join in this ef
fort to make this Thanksgiving
month a meaningful and produc
tive one. Further information may
be obtained by contacting Bob
Miller, chairman of the Canned
Foods Drive, at 944-7727.

Students fast scheduled
to stop world hunger

admitting that it is content to
Elbert Covell college is not a
trends, not lead them. Pacific w0l
A Coveliano is a student enrolled
be accepting being average. Avera,
from the
luster
in Elbert Covell College. He is not a hang-over
not a part of the n o w -dead c uster
institutions
with $10,000 anm,'
60s reject and not just another funny
college concept. Covell is a vi c ^
tuition costs won t survive to see
accent—actually, Covell is about 50
future.
percent Latin and 50 percent North stituent school that 'j
American.
nmenMs only no^recognizhfg the
I hope that clears things up f0
, A Coveliano is a person who is
t o p o r t a n c e o f C o v e U -Uke^o^,
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and
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training for a highly specialized
h a t Covell is important
and i>
u> By
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(fl
career, much more specialized than
all
of
us.
After the last Covell iJ
many professional majors
phasize their interest.
Force meeting, and my last Pacific,!
in fact. A Coveliano will
At this time , Covell
column, the members of the commit
become
a
bilingual
is struggling on a very
tee convinced us (Luis Brewer, Nam
professional. This in
weak financial leg. It con
Wayne and me) that the
cludes not only mastering
tinues to meet all its direct
ministration is honestly looking f0J
"book" Spanish, but
costs, but just barely. In
creative solutions to Covell's current
conversational Spanish as
light of the governments
problems.
well.
interest and growing U.S.;
Bilinguality means
interest/investment in
Pam Stanley
We believe that these solutions
that a Coveliano will be
Latin America, not to
can and will be found. We also look
fluent in both language
mention the 20 million
ASUOP
out on our own generation and
and culture. It's not
Spanish speakers in the
recognize that the dissolution
enough to be able to con Vice-President
United
States
(the
Covell is neither creative nor
verse if you cannot
world's fourth largest Spanish
understand what is really being said.
solution.
JyRO*
Covelianos are economics majors, speaking population), it ^ apparent
history majors, pre-law majors—you that Covell is not a part of the past
Pam Stank
ASUOP Vice-Presidei
can get any B.A. in UOP through but an avenue into the future.
If we lose Covell, UOP would be
n 1«
Covell.
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Calliope

Calliope, UOP's literary journal,
is currently accepting contributions
for the 1981-82 edition. All poems,
prose, short stories, and one-act plays
are eligible for submission. Art and
photography submissions would also
be greatly appreciated. Submission
boxes are in the English Department
office and the library. Deadline for
submissions is Jan. 15,1982.

News Briefs

ceta»«»
it

(All briefs written by the Associated Press.)

c

Nichopoulos innocent of charges of
remind ••
prescribing excessive quantities ol
W0U? ; p«
narcotics and other substances to ^
Presley and others. Nicholpoulosrlsgh waikmg - *•
would not talk to reporters after the 0d ideal,
A man convicted of murdering a
verdict was announced. However, no for'1' •
young Modesto woman has been sen
attorney, James Neal, said his
tenced to death at South Lake Tahoe
deserved the innocent verdict.
Butasthc P
after telling the jury that is what he
ss, the
wanted. Thirty-four-year-old Gary
I from
Guzman was convicted last week on
»as
charges of kidnapping, raping and
of
the
pcac
Besides
being
placed
in
the
murdering 23-year-old Linda Rodgers
Preliminaries for the Miss San
jjmheast of Stc
in August of 1980.
The Reagan administration ap
Joaquin County Pageant are limelight, the winner receives several
fes,Escaion,l
hundred dollars worth of wardrobe
scheduled for Dec. 6 at the Women's
pears to have abandoned its pledge to
owithbigtrees.
and
an
all-expense
paid
week
to
the
Club House in Lodi. Ten girls selec
balance the federal budget by 1984
ted from these preliminaries will Miss California Pageant.
But President Reagan will continue to
lg else ;r. coi
Judges, according to Ms.
proceed to train for the final pageant
press congress for more spen
•J-jlkiiB
being cali
Kimura,
are
looking
for
an
Ailto be held in Atherton Auditorium at
cuts. At the same time,
Oh vet, I
American girl, conversant and with
Delta College on March 20, 1982.
ministration
sources
say
Reagan
op
The state parole board, meeting
According to Donna Kimura, the good personality, poise and grace.
poses new, major tax increase i
at
Vacaville,
has refused once again
current Miss San Joaquin and a music Selection is based on two aspects:
beyond the $22 billion dollars he i| in Esc
to
mass
murderer
Charles
Manson.
Med into
major at UOP, chances for UOP girls talent, comprising 50 percent of the
asking
for.
He was convicted of masterminding
total points; and performance on in
park «
winning are "very good."
the Tate-Labianca murders in Los
terview comprising the other 50 per
"People have a stereotyped view
Angeles. After a hearing, the board
of a pageant. This pageant is not a cent.
said Manson is still an "unreasonable
The
San
Joaquin
County
beauty pageant, but a scholarshipPageant is open to all girls aged 17 risk to the public."
based pageant. Each of the ten
through 26. It is affiliated with the
finalists will receive a scholarship,"
White House National Security
Miss America Paeeant.
she said.
Adviser Richard Allen reassured
UOP
girls
have
fared
well
in
this
Reflecting on her reign, Ms.
audience in New York Wednesday
event, including winning the 1979 and
Kimura said it had been "one whole
night that the sale of AW ACS
1980 crowns.
year of excitement." She has made
planes to Saudi Arabia will
Interested
girls
who
want
more
many appearances in the community,
benefit
Israel. Allen described the
The
widely
publicized
trial
of
information are advised to contact
performed on television and has had
sale as part of America's efforts
Elvis
Presley's
Doctor
has
ended
in
Mary
Lauderdale
at
UOP's
Conser
several opportunities to display her
resist "Soviet and radical aggression
Memphis. A criminal court jury
vatory of Music, 946-2417.
talent as a pianist.
Wednesday found Dr. George in the Middle East.

Convicted murderer
wants death in Tahoe

Miss San Joaquin Pageant
Preliminaries set; apply now

A fast will be held Nov. 13 to must help alleviate the suffering in
help stop world hunger. Students the world. I see the fast as one way in
which students of UOP can show
may have their meal card invalidated
for the day, and the money which the their concern for their neighbors in
Food Service saves will be donated to the developing nations."
The 24-hour fast will begin at 7
CROP.
CROP is an organization run by p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 12, and will
the Overseas Relief Agency for Chur be broken on Friday, Nov. 13 at 7
ch World Services that helps under p.m. with a light supper at the Ander
developed countries produce their son Y Center, located at 265 West
own food, sends relief supplies, and Knoles across from Burns Tower.
relocates refugees.
To invalidate your meal card,
The purpose of the fast is also to
make students aware that nearly half sign up at the University Center or
of the world's population suffers one of the dining halls on Monday,
Nov. 9 or Tuesday, Nov. 10 during
from hunger every day of their lives.
Fast Coordinator Wayne Price the lunch and dinner hours. For fur
states, "We must realize that we live ther information on the fast, call the
in a world community, and that we Anderson Y at 466-1496.

formal reception will follow the lec
ture.
More information and posters
detailing specific times and places will
be posted throughout the campus. If
you are interested in meeting Dr.
Turkson, or inviting him to speak
with your group, please contact
Valerie Busch at the Office of Inter
national Services as soon as possible110 Wendell Phillips Center,
telephone 946-2246.

Thetas give youngsters treat
With all of last weekends univer sounds of ghastly howls and cries.
After the tour of the haunted
sity activities and collegiate ghosts
and goblins, it seems that Halloween house, the children were refreshed
with hot chocolate, cookies and a
is for big kids now more than ever.
Well, the woman at Kappa Alpha trick-or-treat bag of candy for each.
Theta have not forgotten the little
Gail Rogers, chairperson of
ones.
Last week, 18 youngsters from Theta's Service Committee, was
the Stockton Dependant Children's delighted with her sisters' efforts and
Home experienced the Halloween time. She noted that, "With just a
haunted house sensation. Theta's, little effort on our part, we were able
three story House in the Middle had to make a fun-filled Halloween for
been transformed into a spooky some children who might not other
horror with coffins, headstones, wise have had such an eventful
ghosts, witches' cauldrons and holiday."

Reagan opposes new,
major tax increases

Charles Manson
refused parole again

Adviser: AWACS
will benefit Saudi

Elvis Presley's doctor
innocent of charges

ugarless ourmet
Home of the Calorie Gallery

•soft serve cones, cups
•sundaes •banana splits
i •pastries •dressings •soups
' •salads •sandwiches
Plus: specials served daily

HAPPY HOUR

2-5 Monday-Friday
Buy one dessert and get one
of /2 price.

609 Porter Ave.

bohlnd Jack-ln-tho-Box, north

Scholar to visit UOP
The Fulbright Program, which
annually brings some of the brightest
scholars in the world to American
colleges and universities, will sponsor
the visit of Dr. Adolphus A.
Turkson, director of the School for
Performing Arts at the University of
Legon, Ghana, to UOP in November.
Dr. Turkson will present a public
lecture at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Nov. 19, in Callison Lodge.
Everyone is invited to attend. An in

m

ATTENTION..
TIGERS!
Traveling to San Jose for the
Game on November 14th?
Stay at the

SHERATON-SUNNYVALE INN
POOL • SPA • KING & QUEEN BEDS

Rodeo Restaurant & Lounge

Backgammon & Disco Dancing—Western Style

ASK FOR THE SPECIAL RATES

Stay at the

Rob Gaine
Debbie Newman
Scott Haskell
Kern Hankins
Steve Alexander
Terrie Smith
Teresa Kuchalik
Allison Gillifillan
Tom Clark
Suzi Cecil
Silva Barnard
Bill Raymond
Pedro Williams
Todd Buckendorf
Margi Simpson
Paul Fairbrook
Jim Paul
Dean Barr
Ralph Saroyan
Bud Watkins
ASUOP
Interfraternity Council
Panhellenic Council
University Center
Anderson Y
Office of Student Life
UOP Athletic Office
Dept. of Public Safety
"The Graduate"
"The Digits"

m

Budweiser
McDonald's
Fraternity Sportswear

Featuring the

(408) 745-6000

•THANKS*
For Your Support And Assistance During Greek Week.

(SI
V*'"

Sheraton-Sunnyvale
Rendezvous at the Rodeo Lounge

1100 N. Matilda Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

S>rnwlthrnks to a11 Maternities and
es for your participation and
enthusiasm.
t

You re very much appreciated!
•Marilyn Katz, Co-Chairpers°"j(t&
Greek Week Coin

u

0

•Harmon Kirsch, Co- Chairpf"%i
mnu

,

Greek Week

Cheryl Howenstein, Pres
Jim

mr

,

Greg

rnUr^

Panhellenic C ^
.Clifford, President °J ^
Interfraternity L°iX)
n
Boardman, Director,

Ctt
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non
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rock from Cheap Trick
'9|)id
gy Frank Reichert
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Assignments Writer

fheaP Trick' who puts on an ex"
stl0w every time they walk out
8
played to a sold-out
stage
Civic Auditorium on
;J£y° And as usual with a Cheap
concert, the crowd was stand-

0Eg screaming for more when
hoW was over. Let us study this
Momen°n of CheaP Trick in
lift by reviewing the show.
•^he opening act was 415--a
adequate band who will be
*places once they sign with a
label. They must be good to
#r
,it an entire area code named after

" Vrr
*
s
J:

Ch «»p Trick
Triri WC ...m
SO .T° r . V l c w Chean
will
nse» an^ explain the
fpplin
l
feelings as they are perceived

Your ears are now unplugged.
The concert is going full steam.
The lyrics to "I Want You to Want
Me" are blasted over the speakers.
As the song finishes an uproarious
cheer comes from the crowd.
Because of the surprising amount of
noise the audience makes, you remind
yourself that this is the Stockton
Civic and not the Hollywood Bowl.
Being an average Cheap Trick fan,
you are also surprised to hear a
couple of familiar radio tunes that
you hadn't realized this group was
responsible for. As the concert con
tinues, you become most impressed
with the lead guitar solos: they are
quick and imaginative.
Open your eyes, and what do

taste All nt!,y SCnSe workin8 now is
mste. All other senses are turned off
you taste is
vou had
hi?at,thing
you
intermission.

Coke

. he show is about to start You
f
air- Y°" cannot
hearS°s^eeth'ng in
but there is a
definite 7 i
8- °f
excite™nt
in he air Tb
initne air. The anticipation of a good
time is everywhere.
Your sense of smell is now func
tioning. The smell is a familiar one
to concerts. We don't have to men
tion which plant is being smoked; but
is a pleasant smell for most young

%

Travel Log by Roxannp rr»A/o||

"The Old Winery" in Escalon
3M perfect for that get-away day trip

i;-..

By Roxanne Cowell
Staff Writer

As 1 was sitting in class last
#eek listening to my professor
jssign a ten-page term paper, 1 had
overwhelming feeling that I
jeeded to get away.
Visions of shopping in San
"rancisco and of walking along the
teach at Santa Cruz flashed
rough my mind. Then reality
ike in, reminding me that San
ibstanft 11Ifrancisco would not supply the
;e of mind I needed, and
though walking along the beach
ided ideal, Santa Cruz was
too far to e<"> for a afternoon
ly break.
But as the professor dismissed
i class, the name "Escalon"
Merged from the back of my
and 1 was suddenly re^laded of the peaceful little town
stsoutheast of Stockton.
Yes, Escalon, that quaint little
m with big trees, narrow streets,
id hometown people. But now
lething else in conjunction with
ilon was being called to my atition. Oh yes, I remembered
tu inert* hearing a rumor that the old
lollankl nnery in Escalon had been
movated into a nostalgic shop
ping park with boutiques,

ran m opposes netp

najor tax increase H

s:

Vdviser: AWACSf
•II benefit Saudi

restaurants, and wine tasting. Ten
minutes later I was in my car
heading southeast out of Stockton.
The drive was relaxing. I took
1-5 to French Camp Road, and at
Sims Station I turned on to hwy
120 heading towards Escalon.
Once in Escalon, I turned right on
McHenry Avenue and there
sprawled out in front of me was
The Old Winery.
Strolling leisurely through the
grounds of The Old Winery,
peering into the pond which holds
1,300 large trout, and catching the
scent of aged wine barrels as I
browsed from shop to shop was
exactly what I needed.
If you can relate to a few
peaceful hours of relaxation in a
totally different environment, you
really ought to consider taking a
drive out to The Old Winery. In
fact, now is a good time to get
some Christmas shopping done
there before the crowds get thick.
And if you're looking for
uniqueness and down-homeness in
gifts this year, The Old Winery is
just the place to find them.
There are a variety of shops at
The Old Winery, all selling quality
items. There is a knick-knack shop
which features unusual gift ideas,
especially good for those on your

Christmas list who are hard to buy
for.
Another shop had gifts, an
tiques, and all types of plants. The
smell of freshly ground coffee
beans nearby intrigued me to step
inside a coffee specialty shop.
If you want to make a day of
it, you might enjoy eating lunch at
The Brighter Side, a rustic sand
wich shop serving lots of fresh
trimmings with each entree.
Maybe you would prefer an
omelette, at The
Old Winery
Restaurant. You have your choice
of 27 different varieties, and can
even create your own.
And just to make sure you are
completely relaxed before you
head back to the whirlwind of
campus life, stop by the wine
tasting room of Coloma Cellars.
You're only allowed three tastes,
so becoming too relaxed need not
be a major concern.
Coloma Cellars has all the
mainstream wines such as Pinot
Noir and Chenin Blanc, but they
are also known for their unique
fruit wines. In fact, pomegranate
flavored wine is their best seller.
These fruit wines come in two dif
ferent size bottles and the smaller
of the two would make ideal
stocking stuffers.

U I

Soap opera star
to appear at UOP

you see? First, the place is packed to
the rafters and everybody is singing,
dancing, and clapping. Next you
finally set eyes on Cheap Trick. The
lead singer, Robin Zander, is a goodlooking, long-haired blonde. Pete I
Comita, the replacement for Tom
Petersson on bass, is another goodlooker. Together they are the idols
that the young girls scream for. The
drummer, Bun E. Carlos, is as dif
ferent as his name. He sits behind his
simple drum kit with his cigarette in
his mouth and his receding hairline,
nonchalantly beating the drums and
throwing his drum sticks around the
stage. The lead guitarist, Rick
Nielsen, is even more of a show than
Bun E. Dressed in Cheap Trick
paraphernalia, he sports pin-on but
tons, bow-tie, sweater, and baseball
cap. He is a picture of perpetual
motion as he dances across the stage,
doing scissor kicks and throwing
guitar picks into the audience. Rick is
also the winner of the Most Guitars
Played on Stage contest. He used
over ten different guitars throughout
the night, including three at once, and
an unusual five-neck guitar.
Together these men make up one of
the most exciting bands to see in con, cert.
One sense you must never use at
a Cheap Trick concert is the sense of
age-I was older than three-fourths of
the crowd. But if you can forget your
age and concentrate on getting into
the show with the rest of the crowd, a
good time will always be had at a
Cheap Trick concert.

Sharon Wyatt, known to millions as Tiffany Wells from
the soap opera General Hospital, will discuss her show
and soap operas in general Tuesday, Nov. 10 at the Con
servatory. Tickets are $1.00 for ASUOP cardholders,
$4.00 for general admission.

If I were a Carpenter
Review by
Dean Starnes
Halloween II
Directed by Rick Rosenthal
Just when you thought it was
safe to see a sequel again, along
comes Halloween II, written and
produced by John Carpenter * and
Debra Hill, the same people respon
sible for Halloween, that cheap but
popular 1978 imbecility about a little
boy who murders his sister, is com
mitted to an asylum, and returns 15
years later to terrorize three teenage
girls on Halloween.
That movie was directed by thenup-and-coming John Carpenter,
whose previous movies include Dark
Star and Assault on Precinct 13, but
Halloween II has a different director,
Rick Rosenthal.
The result is
prodigiously better

m

Although the screenplay is
disastrously dull and predictable,
Rosenthal proves to be a very capable
director who has taken the script and
a considerably larger budget than the
first and created a very nice visual
product, almost certain to scare you
silly.

Unlike most sequels, this film
continues just seconds after the last
one ended.
The Shape (Tony
Moran), whose real name is Michael
Myers, gets shot by his doctor, Dr.
Loomis (Donald Pleasance) in a
terrible, embarrassing performance
that sets psychiatry back 75 years in
the original. I had hoped he would
take acting lessons between movies,
but no such luck. We see Myers crash
over the front balcony to the yard
below, but Loomis, upon rushing
outside, discovers only an empty
lawn. Myers has escaped, alive.
Here the first film ended, and
this one opens with the same se
quence, re-shot for Panavision (with a
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For all your alteration needs bring your
wardrobe into our expert tailor
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CLAXfiriEl
SERVICES
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Make money in college, openings avaiable for
campus residents to sell top name audio and
video components. Low cost, high profits.
TRAVELING MPA. Study and work in three
Write for complete information to Southern
levels of government in three key cities and
Electronic Distributors, 2125 Mountain In
earn a master's degree in Public Ad
dustrial Blvd., Tucker, Georgia 30084 or call
ministration in the process. The School of
ToU Ree 1-800-241-6270. Ask for Mr. Eads.
Public Administration of the University of JLHOfltortocanapaiPi
akJLjaObantW
Southern California offers a unique graduate
MEN!—WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
program in INTERGOVERNMENTAL
American, foreign. No experience required.
MANAGEMENT. Interested? Meet U.S.C.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
representatives: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13-or career.
Send $3.00 for information.
Anderson Hall, Placement Center: Individual
SEAFAX, Dept. B-17 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Interviews, 9:00-11:30 and 1:45-3:45; and/or
Washington 93862
attend a Reception and Information Session,
JK>alLiu'_»=iinnioainDiooioaiaoioaioQic
4:00-5:00, same day, UNIVERSITY CENTER
GYMNASTS, WRESTLERS, SURFERS,
CONFERENCE ROOM. Come by Placement
SWIMMERS, AND WATER POLO ATH
Center to sign up for interview or the recep
LETES will be needed as Actor extras in a
tion.
Major Hollywood film to be shot in Santa Cruz
Tniaaamnu „ p n i.jaguiDian
SB and vicinity. Call 408-722-7761.
ATTENTION ALL PROSPECTIVE LAW JL>oic70kJdQ<^aicuziiQrw^cipaoapoidaiBgri
SCHOOL APPLICANTS: Planning is under
way for a special session to assist persons
preparing to take the LSAT in December. If
you would like to participate in this session,
please contact Gwenn Brown in the Philosophy
Department. Campus Ext. 2281.
^opicaniociiUUiULu n» YiaanioginocninaiB

SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, and TRUCKS
available. Many sell under $200! Call 312-7421143 Ext. 8121 for information on how to pur
chase.

Alph Kappa Lambda Fraternity needs 2 lunch
hashers. Working hours are from 11-1. Salary
Want a kitty? I have a darling 3 mo-old, per
is all meals paid plus a $20 bonus per month.
sonable, house-trained male to give away to
M/F may apply at AKL. Please call. 946-9216
responsible cat-seeker. Call Joan at 957-1019. ask for Tom.

small change - - Myers had careened
over the back balcony in the first
film.) With the change, however, a
neighbor is shown coming out of his
house, saying, "What's all the noise?
I've been trick or treated to death
tonight!" To this the Doctor replies,
"You don't know what death is!"
Thus the sequel begins.
Laurie (Jamie Lee Curtis,
looking and acting like something out
of Marat/Sade), the survivor of the
tormented girls, is taken to a hospital.
It turns out that, thanks to a secret
file on Myers, Laurie is really Myers'
sister, and he had escaped this night
specially to kill her.
So Myers heads for the
hospital, after a few random killings
just to keep the audience on its toes.
Meanwhile, Dr. Loomis and the
police are trying to find him. When
Myers arrives at the hospital, he
manages to dispense of everybody on
duty but an attendant named Jimmy
(Lance Guest), who happens to be
falling in love with Laurie. Even he
soon bites it, leaving Myers alone
with Laurie, in a chase sequel that vir
tually destroys the audience.
The outcome of all this is
throughly predictable, but it would be
a breach of duty to reveal it here. Go
see it and scream.
This film is a lot slicker than the
original, due to the bigger budget anc
better director. Rosenthal uses a loi
of long, complicated crane anc
tracking shots that consist of a single
take, most notable the first shot ol
the film. This parallels the first shoi
of Halloween, a four minute tracking
shot of the first killing, done with £
Steadicam.
Rosenthal carries this subjective
camera technique on throughout this
film, creating a motif of "looking
through the killer's eyes, " that puts
the audience in suspense wherever it
appears. It looks wonderful, and the
production values far outweigh the
formula script. But how fun would
horror movies be without cars that
won't start and stupid characters who
enter rooms they shouldn't go into
and never turn the lights on?
I also liked some of the subtle
humor (The Chordette's Mr San
dman plays at the beginning and end.
and Night of the Living Dead is or
TV that night!). However, I hatec
Carpenter's own cheap-sounding syn
thesizer music that sounds like a high
school haunted house.
There's a little more gore than i
the original, but it is still kept to
minimum. There are a few spec
tacular tricks, such as a person gel
ting slammed into a fast-moving ca
and then smashed into an explodin
van, and a wonderful explosion nea
the end. A few cheap shocks are to b
had (watching a closeup of a need!
being inserted into Laurie's arm-tw
times!) but basically all the thing
leaping into the frame will guarante
a steady stream of thrills withoi
gratuitous gore.
If you sat through When a
Stranger Calls, you'll be able to han
dle, as the ads say, "more of the night
He came home!"
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Karen's Comments

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Pros, cons on game with S.C.
Pacific football travels to Columbia, South Carolina this weekend
to face southern powerhouse University of South Carolina.
The USC Gamecocks are currently 6-3, including wins over Ken
tucky Virginia, then ranked no. 3 North Carolina (31-13), and North
Carolina State. When the Gamecocks played no. 1 - ranked Pittsburgh,
thev were trailing 42-7, but came back to make the final 42-28.
Last year the Tigers opened their season playing at South Carolina,
losing to the Gamecocks 37-0. In 1980 USC was powered by Heisman
Trophy winner George Rogers. Rogers has since graduated, but the
Gamecocks still have some offensive artillery.

Senior tailback Johnnie Wright, who has replaced Rogers, is now
the fourth all-time rusher at USC with 2,241 yards. He has gone over 100
yards 10 times in his career. Overall, the Gamecocks have tallied up
1,343 vards on the ground, and 1,088 yards in
nlavers
South Carolina will suit up close to (if not more than) 100 players,
while Pacific will take 49 on the trip.
The Tigers are shooting to stay healthy for next week's conference
match with league-leading San Jose State. Many Pacific players will see
some action.
....
. . •
Not only will conditions in South Carolina be adverse, but going to
and from the battlefield will also take its toll on Pacific in what might be
called a marathon trip.
,
,
,
Friday morning the Tigers will leave UOP at 6 a.m. and will take an
approximate two-hour bus ride to San Francisco to catch their plane.
After nine hours of traveling they will arrive in Columbia at 6:35 p.m.
(Eastern time). The Tigers will return following the game on Saturday,
but won't be back in Stockton until 4:30 a.m. Sunday (Pacific time) 7 • 30 a.m. for the Tigers who will be running on Eastern time.
Granted, UOP gets a good amount of money out of the deal, but
3,000 miles is a long way to travel for a price tag. When the schedule was
made a year ago, a contract with Stanford or Cal-Berkeley would have
been a much more sensible "money-game."
„
Another pitfall to tomorrow's contest is that a "moral victory at
titude may engulf it. A moral victory attitude may be a good explanation
after the fact, but it should be avoided prior to a game. Why play if not
to win?
...
t
And winning may not be so inconceivable. This has been a year 01
several college upsets. To name a few- Alabama 21, Georgia Tech 24;
Michigan 7, Iowa 9; Wisconsin 21, Michigan 14; Nebraska 10, Iowa 7;
Arizona 13, USC 10; Purdue 15, Notre Dame 14; San Jose 20, Stanford
6; San Jose 27, Cal 24.
And this cloud may just have a silver lining.
South Carolina has one of the strongest running teams in the nation,
but the strength of UOP's defense is stopping the run. The Tigers have
held opponents to a 3.5 yard average on the ground. The game will cer
tainly be a challenge.
Pacific's offense has been improving each week and senior quarter
back Harley Miller has been connecting with his receivers for some good
yardage. South Carolina, on the other hand, isn't the strongest, defen
sively, against the pass. UOP's offensive diversity may just confuse the
Gamecock s a bit
The Tigers, outside of physical injury, don't have as much at stake
in this game as do the Gamecocks.
Should UOP lose the game it will be because the odds said "they
were supposed to." If the Tigers stay in the game and play USC close,
then they can have a "moral victory", and South Carolina may be embarassed.
Should Pacific win, the Gamecocks would be under the gun. The
upset would be a tremendous boost to the UOP program, while South
Carolina would have the wind knocked out of them. The pressure is on
USC.
While the income from the game may not be sufficient reason for
tortuous travel arrangements, Pacific will look to pocket roughly
$40,000 after expenses are paid.
And, along with the money the players will gain experience, have the
opportunity to play against a high-powered team and see how they mat
ch up.
Outside of physical fitness and the game, the Tigers have nothing to
lose, but everything to gain.

The Tigers will start the last leg
of their 1981 season this week against
University of South Carolina, the
first of three taxing road games.
Tomorrow Pacific meets the
South Carolina Gamecocks (6-3) at
1:30 p.m. Eastern Time, (10:30 a.m.
Pacific Time) in Columbia, S. C.
Next week UOP travels to San Jose to
meet the league-leading (PCAA)
Spartans. The Tigers will wrap it up
in Hawaii against the currently un
defeated University of Hawaii.
"I feel like a sacrificial lamb,"
says Head Coach Bob Toledo, in
reference to this week's match with
the southern powerhouse. "I feel real
bad for our kids. We have to go
3,000 miles to get beat up. It's not
fair. I feel really sorry for them. This
is the most physical team we'll play."
Two weeks ago the Gamecocks
upset then-ranked no. 3 North
Carolina 31-13. Earlier this year
South Carolina played no. 1 ranked
Pittsburgh to a 42-28 loss, after
coming back from 42-7.
Last year the Tigers were shut
out by the Gamecocks 37-0 with the
help of Heismann Trophy winner
George Rogers.
Replacing the
graduated Rogers this year is senior
tailback Johnnie Wright. He has a
career total of 2,241 yards and has
rushed for more than 100 yards ten
times in his career. He is currently
the fourth all-time rusher at USC.

For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.
PREPARE FOR

MICAT- DAT- LSAT
GREGRE PSYCH-GRE BIO
PCAT-OCAT-VAT-MIT-SAT
TOEFL - MSKP - NAT'L MED BOARDS - VQE
ECFMG - FLEX - NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
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EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPE8m facilities for review of
class lessons and suoDlementarv materials.
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI. 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

r„ Than 8S Maior US Cities &

Abroad

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

"They have very good inside
linebackers," says South Carolina
Head Coach Jim Carlen. "Their
defense is good at getting to the
ball-"
„ ,
„ .f
Offensively, Carlen sees Pacific
as "very diverse

»I was happy that we won, but
disturbed by the way we won it," Said
Toledo. "I was disappointed that w,
didn't play better. We played to their
level and that was frustrating to me."
The Tigers led 14-0 at half time
and Scott Kinney kicked a 40-yard
field goal in the third quarter. Cal
State Fullerton, though, came out of
hibernation in the second half
breathe down the Tigers' necks, i to
were a pass away from winning. The
Pacific defense stopped a two-p0int
conversion attempt with 20 seconds
left in the game, leaving the Titans
short
— 17-16.
^e e FOOTBALL page 9)
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South Carolina's cornerback
Troy Thomas doubles as a punt
returner, and is among the nation's
leaders with a 13.8-yard average.
USC sophomore punter Chris
Norman is also among the tops in the
|
NCAA with a 44.2 average, including
his longest at 75 yards.
•
Defensively, the Gamecocks|
have a strong ground attack.
Freshman Kelly Stewart (93) positions
"There's no way to run the
himself to block a punt by Fullerton. The
football against them," says Toledo.
"They just line up in base defense
punt was blocked and Pacific got
and hurt you. Outside of the 20 [yard
possession of the_ ball losing
only 8 yards
line] mey
they'll
bend but
linej
ii oenu
oui won't
wuu i break.
uican..
•
_
——

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

PODIATRY BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

Once you get inside the 20 though,
they'll do everything to stop you.
They'll throw the kitchen sink at you.
Last year we got inside of the 20 four
times, but we couldn't score," he
recollects.
USC, one of the strongest run
ning teams, will be testing UOP's
ground defense, one of Pacific's
stronger assets.

"We'll be trying to defend all the
things they do. They have a
open throwing game," he said.
Overall, the South Carolina
coach is "impressed with Pacific s
progress."
,
,
"[Bob] Toledo has done a good
job," he evaluated.
"They re
[Pacific] a better football team than
the team we played last year, and
we're not as good. We've had some
key injuries. I think this year will be a
more exciting game [than last year],
he adds.
Last week Tiger fans had an exHtint? same to watch, a heart stopper
in fact, as UOP squeaked by Fullerton State 17-16

214 for

*5, for sixth, wat*00
,i» the top ten
wis tied with

Polo
on the boot. Upper right, senior outside
linebacker Mike Merriweather makes one
of many fine tackles that earned him Af
Cal-PCAA Defensive Player of the Weel

—

Cornelius hopes to use England as stepping stone
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

With the 1981-82 basketball
season just around the corner, if the
UOP men's basketball team is lacking
anything it would be Ron Cornelius,
a 1981 Pacific graduate and Tiger
Most Valuable Player.
Before graduating last year Cor
nelius tallied up 2,065 career points
and 973 rebounds. He became the
120th collegian to surpass the 2,000
point mark. The 6'9", Santa Ana,
Calif, native wound up as the
PCAA's all-time leading scorer, and
no. 2 all-time player in Northern
California. As for rebounding, he's
UOP's no. 4 all-time rebounder and
no. 1 in the PCAA. An unofficial
count shows that Cornelius has 29
UOP and PCAA records to his name.
Overall he started in 115 games,
and scored in double figures 102 of
those times while fouling out only
once.
In post-season honors his senior
year, Cornelius' accolades included
(honorable mention in several AllI American teams including AP,
I Sporting News, and Basketball
I Writers. He was also selected to play
1 in the AIA Coaches Ail-American
1 Game, was named to the All-District
I team by the Basketball Writers and

was first team All-PCAA for three
consectutive years (becoming the
fourth player to ever earn that distin
ction).
Since blazing Pacific courts,
Cornelius has been working on fur
thering his basketball fame. He's
currently playing (professional) for
Sunderland Basketball team in

Ron Cornelius

Sunderland, England.
"I really like it a lot," said Cor
nelius in an over-the-phone interview.
"I like the opportunity that I have to
keep playing basketball. It's not
comparable to the States [the United
States, NBA]. Some teams are com
parable to college teams in the U.S.,"
he continued.
The team he is playing for is a
member of England's 12-team
National Basketball League. Accor
ding to Cornelius, the N B L is struc
tured similarly to the PCAA of his
college days. The top four teams are
invited to a post-season tournament
and the team that wins the tourney
represents England as a national
team, traveling to other neighboring
countries to play. The Sunderland
team is the current national champion
and has traveled abroad this year.
Before going to England, Cor
nelius was married Aug. 15 and
played in an NBA summer camp with
the Los Angeles Lakers. In last year's
basketball draft, Cornelius was a
Laker third-round choice, but was cut
after summer camp.
"Things didn't work out with
the Lakers. They had no opening for
anyone playing my position," he ex
plains.
Before signing with the English
team, Cornelius tried out for teams in
Spain and Italy, and says he wouldn't

ASTIGMATISM?

mind going to Italy in the future
because "it wouldn't be bad to goto
new places."
Cornelius hopes that his playing
in Europe will be a step towards
coming back to play at home in the
NBA.
"Hopefully I'll make this a step
ping stone to playing in the NBA,"
said.
"I'd like-to come back maybe as
a free agent and get picked up by a
team that needs me."
Cornelius, who weighed 210 lbs.
at Pacific, is on a weight program,
hoping to improve his size and chanCCS.

"I'm going to stay, on weights
and take another shot at summer
league. My wife thinks I've put <>n
seven pounds, but I think it's closer
to five."
, ..
"I would really like to make the
NBA because I think it's the best,
I'm always striving for the best,' he
adds. "I don't want to ever stop
trying to make the top. As long as^
play basketball I'll work for the top.
And going for the top while'"
England has been part of Cornell game plan. His achievements met
being named Man of the Match t« <
after scoring over 30 points a go ^
and
receiving a trophy

(See CORNELIUS page 9)
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Only an eye care professional can determine if
you have astigmatism and whether astigmatic soft
contact lenses are for you.

Doctor of Optometry

nu^

it*

What is astigmatism? It is not a disease. It
is a slightly irregularly shaped eye which may
cause blurred vision and headaches.

STEPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D.

0l|f
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Have you been told that you cannot wear soft
contact lenses because you have astigmatism?
There is currently available a lens which
most people with astigmatism can wear successfully.

Our office is dedicated to quality professional
care and service for all our patients.
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Briefs

NIVT tourney this weekend

Tigers do it again! League game streak at 37
By Dan Sousa

's Swimming
.r|,e

women's swim team
i Fresno State last week to
"In Fresno State and California
.double-dual meet.
"The swimmers lost to an exeiy tough Cal teanu 109-38, and
' a
. to
tough battle to Fresno State,
UOP

Though the team lost both
•j,5i some good swims were
' • ;ed by freshman Audrey Carty
, 100- and 500-yard freestyle
yts, and by senior Joan Siering
A 100-yard IM.
p The team will travel to Stanford
.Thursday for a 2 p.m. double-dual
with Stanford and San Jose
The always-tough Stanford
wdinals are considered one of the
jjdiree teams in the nation.

Golf

0CLA
demonstrated
its
bjnitive golf power last week at the
pford Invitational, as the Bruins
pk the team championship by nine
over Arizona State. Three
jjns also placed in the top ten in
(individual competition. Pacific
Jiyed fairly well, coming in at
jnenth place.
HUCLA led for all three rounds,
inching its first round lead of one
joke over University of Nevada,
lino, to nine at the end of 36 holes.
[OR faltered in the third round,
lowing the Sun Devils to take
Mickey Yokoi, UCLA, won the
ividual with three straight 70's.
kyDelsing, 214 for third, and Corey
Bin, 218 for sixth, were the other
bins in the top ten. Scott Harris,
SU, captured second at 213. Mike
ta,UNR, was tied with Delsing.

iter Polo
UOP water polo team con-

9 in the season. Wednesday the
Tigers got win number 37 when they
defeated San Jose State 15-10, 15-12,
15-9.
Last Monday, Fresno came to
the Spanos Center looking for an up
set, but were turned away by the
Tigers 15-6, 15-2, 14-16 and 15-9.
Nearly 750 fans watched UOP win
the first two games easily, and then
relax during the last two games.
"We're looking better. Chris
Bertch came off the bench and played
great, plus Cathy Lumb should be
ready for Wendy's Classic," said
Liskevych. Lumb has been out with
an ankle injury.
Last weekend Pacific took third
place at the Portland StateTachakara Invitational. UOP lost to

Staff Writer

wXa
n Amning ways last Friday
tn a 13"6 victory over San Fran
Cisco State.

mance and gave special mention to
Belles, Lagrimas, Nance Mercado
and Deni Dickinson. Konet was
especially pleased with the game play
of the freshmen.
"They were the bright spot of
the game," she commented, while
listing Lagrimas, Roni Aguilar, and
Sandra Sannders.
Pacific travels to Long Beach
tomorrow to finish the season against
fifth-ranked Long Beach State.

The Tigers, now 11-8-1 on the
season, have now won four of their
last five games.
u i °,nc,e a8ain freshman Mike
Haley led the team, making five goals
TJ?.ne ass'st. Also contributing to
the Tiger offense was Drew Henry
with three goals, Carl Gunn with two
goals, and Bob Bejan, Mike Schwartz,
and Mike Wall with one goal each. Men's basketball
The poloists hosted the Long
On Nov. 18 the UOP men's
Beach State 49ers yesterday in the basketball team will play the first
Tiger's PCAA finale before the basketball game ever in their "new
league championships. The results home," the Alex G. Spanos Center,
were unavailable at press time.
against Simon Fraser University from
The Tigers will battle the Santa Canada.
Clara Broncos tomorrow in an
In the preliminary game that
11 a.m. game at the UOP pool. The evening many former UOP basketball
poloists defeated the Broncos earlier greats - - including John Errecart, Pat
this year 13-3.
Foley,
Bill
Strieker,
Bob
Thomason,
Jim
McCargo,
Myron
Field hockey
Jordan, Leonardo Armato, Terence
The women's field hockey team Carney- - will participate in the an
lost their conference-closer Tuesday nual alumni game.
to UC Berkeley, 4-3. The Tiger's
Tickets for this basketball
record now stands at 9-9-2.
doubleheader are available to all
Berkeley,
ranked
13th students for a fee of $1. Please pick
nationally, took early command of
up your reserve tickets at the athletic
the game by scoring the first two ticket office or from any member of
goals.
Freshman Luci Lagrimas the men's basketball team.
scored the first Pacific goal off a
All proceeds from this special at
penalty corner to narrow the lead to traction go directly to helping the
one, but the first half ended with
UOP basketball program.
Pacific behind 4-1.
The Tigers opened the second
Winter baseball
half with an end line goal by Laryl
In fall league action last weekend
Belles. Lagrimas scored again off
another penalty corner to bring the the Tiger baseball tedms came away
score to 4-3. With five seconds to go, with four wins.
Tiger II defeated Mustang III 3-0
Belles brought the ball down and
shot on goal.
The Tigers then in the first game of a doubleheader.
recovered the rebound, but the Ron DuHamel was the winning pit
whistle blew before they could con cher while Mike Dutra led the hitting,
going two for three.
vert their possession into a goal.
In the second game Tiger II
Pacific Coach Carla Konet was
pleased with the overall team perfor proved the victors again, this time 94. John Bonham was the winning
pitcher. Pat MacFarlane hit three for
four with three RBI's and a triple.
Sam Vaughn was two for four with a
triple also.
Tiger I blew out M and L
Marketing 13-3. Dave Yahnian was
two for three with two RBI's; Vic
Madden was two for two, four RBI's;
Steve Westlake was two for three with
four RBI's and a homerun; and Rich
Mansfield was two for three. Mark
Cipres was the winning pitcher.
In
game
two
of
the
doubleheader, Tiger I won 3-2 with
Greg Unger as the winning pitcher,
striking out 10 batters in five innings.

Undefeated Hawaii, ranked first
in the nation, is one of the three
teams that UOP faces today at the
14th annual National Invitational
Volleyball Tournament (NIVT),
hosted by third-ranked UCLA.
"Our goal is to stay intense the
whole tournament and to make it to
the final four," said Head Coach
Terry Liskevych.
The NIVT boasts their most
competitive tourney ever, with nine
of the top ten teams in the NCAA and
the top five teams from the AIAW
participating.
"It's going to be a dogfight in
our pool," said Liskevych. "We
can't look past any team."
The 24-team tourney will be
divided into four pools. The top two
finishers in each pool will advance to
the quarterfinals Saturday afternoon.
The semifinals and finals will be later
that night.
"This is one of the events we
have focusedon and talked about all
season. The team will be ready," said
Liskevych.
In pool action, Pacific will face
13th ranked Utah State (10:30 a.m.),
top-ranked Hawaii (6 p.m.) and 14th
ranked Texas-Arlington (7:30 p.m.)
today. Then the Tigers will play Pepperdine (9 a.m.) and 19th ranked
Nebraska at noon tomorrow.
UOP will be led by senior Jayne
Gibson, who was named NorCal
Athlete of the Month for October by
the conference office Monday. The
6-1 spiker from Colorado leads the
league in spiking kills (82), hitting
percentage (.412), and is second in
blocking.
Gibson, an AIAW All-American
last season, had 21 kills against league
rival Stanford and 19 kills against
second ranked San Diego State.
Other probable starters are junior
Karen Jacobson, and freshmen Eileen
Dempster, Jan Saunders, Robin
Burns and Linda Vaughn.
Besides Hawaii (17-0), San Diego
State (21-3), UCLA (22-4), and Cal
Poly (30-6) are favorites to make it to
the final four.
"We are going to get emotional
this
weekend,"
commented
Liskevych.

a tough Portland State squad 15-10,
7-15,13-15, and 10-15, but came back
to beat British Columbia 15-8, 15-9
and 15-2.
"Portland State was playing well
but we weren't playing to the best of
our ability either," commented
Liskevych.
Next week Pacific is home
Tuesday night at the Spanos Center
to play league opponent USF. UOP
then faces Stanford, the eighth
ranked team in the nation, Thursday,
also at home. Both games get under
way at 7:30 p.m.
Next weekend will be the Wen
dy's Classic, which pits four of the
best teams in the nation against each
other: Hawaii (first), UCLA (third),
Pacific (sixth) and USC (fifth).

Streak continues

The Tiger wrecking crew con
tinued to demolish NorCal volleyball
opponents as they stretched their
league win streak to 36 games, with a
triumph over Fresno State.
UOP is now 9-0 in league and 16-

Senior Anna Lamb sets the ball for a teammate in UOP's win
over Fresno State.

Soccer

UOP water polo action Thursday

The men's soccer team defeated
Stanislaus State University Wed
nesday 4-2. Their overall record is
now 3-13-1. On Nov. 14 they will play
the Alumni at 2 p.m. on Brookside
Field. Next Wednesday they'll travel
to St. Mary's for a 2 p.m. game.
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Though he's enjoying his stay in
jWnd he "always has UOP on my
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tad a sick feeling in my
fdJ.' ' hoped that there was a
tL0r ltat I could just go through
W. scored the two points," said
" "I just wanted to go away
fyskee anyone."
W
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.5 w'n The Tigers snapped

'«aHomecoming jinx.
r ftw defense played well until

[din Quarter," said Defensive
.villa'
'
—
^'or/Defensive Line Coach
; uauer. "We just lost gas.
? The offense takes energy.
«ijJlred, and when you're tired
h
mental mistakes."
Ulc defense held the Titans to
"ll shin«L tay just snuck up on u s , " said
h was so easy to get ahead
d a false sense of security-
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was really weird! I think they only
have one wood floor here in
England," he said.
The town of Sunderland where
Cornelius and his wife reside is in
north-east England, "about six hours
from London, near the coast." The
weather there now, unlike his
hometown of Santa Ana, is "50°-60°,
chilly, cold, windy and icy." The
town itself is also very small.
"We live on the fifth floor of an
18-storv complex. It's like living in
the UC [University Center at UOP]
because the shopping and grocery
stores are beneath us. It s great
because everything is right outside
our door."
Unfortunately though, most of
Cornelius' games are played in London.
"We spend about eight hours

Toledo feels that his team needs
to work on the mental aspect of the
game.
"We not content with the lead,
• A Toledo
"We just hoped time
?.l JelaDse and that we'd win. We
Sn'. oP air them. We make i,
tough on ourselves when we get
tougn
content with the
fead IT [The game] shouldn't haw
beenTheClg°ame

was another chapter ii
UOP's book of close games.
Pacific's last seven home games have
been decided by seven points or less.
Senior quarterback Harley
Miller moved into the ninth place slot
on UOP's all-time top 10 list in pass
completions, now with 160.

going over there every weekend to
play. We take a bus, but I'm used to
UOP where we would fly to our
games," he explained.
Cornelius has also had to adjust
to dialect variations.
"You get used to the accent, but
you have to slow down when you talk
so that they can understand you
here," he commented.
For the seven months he'll be
playing, Cornelius will receive ap
proximately $21,000.
Of his position in England, "I
like it. It makes a good living," said
Cornelius.
Cornelius went to the top while
at Pacific and it seems as though he's
still on the ladder, working his way
up. But while he's climbing, he'll cer
tainly be missed at UOP.

Players of the week included
outside
linebacker
Mike
Merriweather who was also named
co-Air Cal-PCAA Defensive Player
of the Week for his 13 tackles (eight
unassisted); two tackles for a loss;
deflecting two passes; intercepting a(
pass and returning it 24 yards, and an
overall good job.
On offense, sophomore Tony
Camp won accolades for his four
receptions for 59 yards, one a 34-yard
catch that set up Pacific's first touch
down.
Kinney was named special teams
player of the week for kicking UOP's
longest field goal of the year (40
yards), was 2 for 2 on PAT's, and
kept his kickoffs in or near the end
zone.
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5757 PACIFIC AVE. IN SHERWOOD PLAZA
951-8827
WEEKDAYS 9 til 9, SAT. 9 til 7, SUN. 11 til 4

ASUOP FORUM PRESENTS:

BUSINESS
LECTURE
a lecture presentation by

JIM ANTHONY
Vice-President of State Savings and Loan

WED. NOV. 11
ZA BUILDING
FREE at Door

8PM
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UOP gives
HEP students
an education
By Lisa Ioppini
Staff Writer

Photography Editor
Bob Berryman

members represent a wide variety of
UOP students.
This year's activities and in
terests will be presented through
multitudes of black and white/color
prints in the book. Included will be
Homecoming, Band Frolic, residen
ces, organizations, clubs, individual
senior portraits, intramural and in
tercollegiate sports, and faculty and
administration. The Epoch will be
over 300 pages long.
You can buy your 1981-82
edition of the Epoch at the UOP Elec
tronics Store for $19, or $22 which
is a personalized edition with a plastic
cover.
"Smith's office does what it can,
but with a limited staff, there's just
not enough support," Fries stated.
But Hand expressed reser
vations, saying, "I've never been
fully convinced that such a staff is ababsolutely necessary." The acting
president feels that any person
brought in will not be nearly as wellinformed about where to apply for
grants, as Pacific's own faculty. "The
professionals in each department
would be much more expert at finding funding, and knowing where to

UOP Drama Dept & Conservatory of Music
presents

GILBERT & SULLIVAN'S

PIRATES of PENZANCE
Directed by William Wolak
Musical Director Professor George Buckbee

The main goal of UOP's High
School Equivalency program is to
provide children of migrant farm
workers a social, cultural, and
academic education while producing
a positive learning experience, and
furnishing post-graduate placement,
according to Dr. Paul Nava, HEP
Director.
HEP projects prepare the
students to successfully pass the
General Education Developmental
Examinations, as well as eventual
placement in either a job, vocational
training program or in college. The
ultimate objective of HEP is to
provide sustained, progressive em
ployment for the migrant or seasonal

Self study (from page 1)
"The question this committee centage basis in the ASUOP budget.
needs to answer is: 'Where do you
Any change adding additional
draw the line?' and 'Who is a
groups to the ASUOP guaranteed
legitimate benefactor of the ASUOP
budget payroll would have to be ap
budeet?' "Hartley added.
proved through the Board of Super
But Hartley said that he would visors, the student legislative body
like to see a percentage of the and UOP, according to Hartley.
ASUOP budget go for "innovative
Hartley emphasized that the
clubs" on campus. Presently, only
Student
Governance Committee
constituent school governments, The
Pacifican and certain ASUOP would act as an ad hoc committee to
supplement, and not replace, the
salaries are guaranteed on a perduties of the Board of Supervisors on
budget matters.
apply for grants," he concluded.
With the undisputed lack of
material rewards in the Pacific
research program, will faculty con
tinue to undertake academic re
search? The point brought out by all in
terviewed was that if the research is
important enough to the professor,
he/she will find a way to do it.
But still Dr. Fries feels, "It's
verv easv for faculty at UOP to get
discouraged
and
drop
their
research efforts. When you're always
fighting a force, it's easier to just sit
back and become mediocre."

Four subcommittees of

the

Hartley hopes to have a final,
comprehensive report from the four
subcommittees by February.

NEW CHECK CASHING HOURS
h FINANCE CENTER »
By Kevin Bart ram
EdIlor-it-Chirf

; UOP's new alcohol
isigned by Acting Pr<
IM, making it offu
oooooocalcohol policy
!:its of legal drinking
;and possess alcoholi
diversity premises, so
sricted to the priva
:Mng space as dele
H|. or (b) at a duly
I which permits the
'Ic beverages."
knew policy goes c
ftfe/if events whi,

LONG THEATER NOV. 13,14, 20, 21 8 p.m

* hnenges must t
W with the Office

NOV.15, 22 2 p.m.

space and is
I115 °f 'hot pan,

General Adm $6.00; Students, Senior Cit,
and UOP Staff $3.00
Call Box Office 946-2289 for Res.
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